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A new spin on tornado
science
RESEARCHERS TAKE TO THE PLAINS
TO UNLOCK SECRETS OF TWISTER
FORMATION

W

hen the movie Twister became a
global blockbuster in 1996, researchers had just completed two seasons of reallife chasing in the world’s largest-ever tornado study.
The Verification of Rotation in Tornadoes Experiment
(VORTEX) saw scientists and technicians from NCAR
and elsewhere roaming the Great Plains in 1994

and 1995, documenting the conditions that lead to
tornado formation (tornadogenesis).
There was no sequel to Twister, but a second
VORTEX study is unfolding this spring and next.
Funded mainly by NSF and NOAA, VORTEX2 will bring
several times more mobile platforms to the plains,
along with updated research questions that build on
the findings of the first VORTEX.
“We still do not completely understand tornadogenesis,” says EOL director Roger Wakimoto. Roger
was a principal investigator on the original project
while a professor at the University of California, Los
Angeles. “It’s our hope that VORTEX2 will finally provide some of the answers we’ve been seeking,”
he adds.
continued on page 3
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New COMET courses on drought, tropics, GOES-R

Staff contest to mark a 50-year milestone

New courses from COMET will help professionals,
students, and the public learn more about drought,
tropical meteorology, and environmental monitoring.
In “Understanding Drought,” released in February,
users are introduced to the definitions of drought,
measures of drought severity, indicators and
monitoring, impacts and predictions, and related
resources. The module, which is intended for anyone
who works in climate services, will prepare users for
implementation of the National Integrated Drought
System.
“Topics in Tropical Meteorology,” released in
December, covers the African easterly jet, loop currents, meridional overturning circulation, ocean heat
content, the Saharan air layer, and tropical upper
tropospheric troughs. Also released in December,
“GOES-R: Benefits of Next-Generation Environmental Monitoring” describes NOAA’s GOES-R satellite
mission, which will play a key role in weather monitoring, warning, and forecasting operations in the
United States and Western Hemisphere.
In addition, a new topic area, Environment and
Society, showcases more than a dozen modules that
explore the interface between people and the environment. Prepared for broadcasters, meteorologists,
emergency managers, and students, the modules
cover subjects ranging from urban flooding to watershed health to hurricane preparedness.
www.comet.ucar.edu

Over the next year, UCAR and NCAR will celebrate their 50th anniversaries (1959 for UCAR, 1960
for NCAR). Activities for staff, members, and the
public will be spread out over the next two years.
The 50th anniversary planning committee, headed
by UCAR vice president for corporate a ffairs
Jack Fellows, invites staff to share their ideas
and talents.
Major celebrations include the 2009 and 2010
members’ meetings, an EAC staff party in June
2010, and a public open house, also that June. The
committee is kicking off the planning process with
an all-staff contest to help craft a slogan for the
anniversary and design a logo. Details about the
contest will be announced in early April in Today@
UCAR and on the anniversary website (see below).
The theme of environmental stewardship will
run through the anniversary activities, with the
planning committee making all events as environmentally friendly as possible and striving for zerowaste events. In addition, the celebrations have
been designed to take advantage of activities that
have already been budgeted.
This year also marks Unidata’s 25th anniversary
and COMET’s 20th, while 2010 is HAO’s 70th year.
These milestones will be honored individually by
each program as well as collectively within the
overall anniversary festivities.
www.50th.ucar.edu

Supercomputing center passes design milestone
In early March, NCAR announced the selection of Denver-based H+L Architecture and California Data Center Design Group (CDCDG) to lead the design of the
new supercomputing center in Cheyenne. Other engineering consultants on the
team include RMH Group, Rumsey Engineers, and Martin/Martin.
The supercomputing center has very specific design needs, according to project
manager Krista Laursen (CISL). Along with meeting future supercomputing requirements, it will feature energy-efficient construction and LEED (Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design) certification.
The team of H+L Architecture and CDCDG specializes in sustainable and energy
efficient designs. H+L has more than 46 years of design experience along the Front
Range, while CDCDG is a leader in data center design worldwide, having designed
more than 1.7 million square feet of state-of-the-art data centers.
On March 3, Eric Barron, Rick Anthes, and other UCAR/NCAR leaders met with
Wyoming Governor Dave Freudenthal and state legislators to provide an update on
the project. Pending NSF approval, construction can begin in December with the
center opening in 2011.
www.cisl.ucar.edu/nwsc
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updates on people, places and activitiesbolts

Project BudBurst 2009 field campaign under way
Project BudBurst, in which thousands of volunteers nationwide track climate change by recording
the timing of flowering, leafing, and other plant life
cycle events, has launched its 2009 field campaign.
Now in its second full year, the project is successfully
amassing observations from students, gardeners, and
citizen-scientists in every state to give researchers a
detailed picture of how plants respond to changes in
the environment.
A number of new features and enhancements
have been added to the project website this year,
says Kirsten Meymaris (EO). These include new
phenophase field guides, updated plant identification
guides, classroom resources, real time mapping with
Google Maps, and photosharing.

Participants select one or more plants (wildflowers, trees, shrubs, grasses, and even some weeds) to
observe, and begin checking them at least a week
prior to the average dates of various phenophases,
such as first flower and first leaf. Participants observe
their plants throughout the growing season and
continue to report selected phenophases. This year,
when participants submit their records online, they
can view live maps of phenological events across the
United States.
Project BudBurst is a collaboration between EO,
the Chicago Botanic Garden, and the University
of Montana, and is hosted on the Windows to the
Universe website.
www.budburst.org

VORTEX 2 continued from page 1

Doppler radars installed at U.S. airports through
the 1990s have produced a revolution in tornado
tracking. The average lead time for warnings more
than doubled from 1993 to 2005, increasing to 13
minutes, according to the National Weather Service.
Yet these warnings are far from perfect, with false
alarms still a problem. The strongest tornadoes typically leave an obvious signature on Doppler radar, but
in many other cases the signals are ambiguous. Thus,
forecasters must often issue warnings based on a
suspicious-looking radar feature without knowing for
sure whether a tornado is actually occurring.
“Without very high resolution observations, it’s
very hard to tell the difference on radar between a
supercell thunderstorm that produces a tornado and
one that doesn’t,” says David Dowell (ESSL/MMM
and RAL). In the original VORTEX study, scientists had
hoped that the wealth of wind data collected from
car-mounted weather stations, radiosondes, and the
Electra Doppler Radar (ELDORA) would clarify the
difference. But the crystal ball remained fuzzy.
Poring over the VORTEX data, investigators
concluded that strong contrasts in temperature and
moisture—spanning distances of a few miles or
less and unfolding in a matter of minutes or even
seconds—could be the factor that allows one storm
to produce tornadoes while a similar-looking storm
doesn’t. To get at the mystery further, they need far
more detailed data, which has led to VORTEX2.

Along with Roger and David, the project’s 30 or
so principal investigators include George Bryan and
Morris Weisman (ESSL/MMM). David will share field
coordination duties with Erik Rasmussen (Rasmussen
Systems).
Radar rodeo
David and Erik will have no small task keeping the
VORTEX2 armada organized. The experiment will put
40 vehicles on the road, including 10 mobile Doppler
radars, from May 10 to June 13. Depending on weather, the team could be anywhere from west Texas to
southern Minnesota on a given day. Unlike many field
projects, there will be no home base. “We’re planning
to leave home on day one and not return till the end
of the project,” says David.
The core of the VORTEX armada is its fleet of
mobile radars. Several of those will be Doppler on
Wheels (DOWs), the NSF national facilities developed by EOL visiting scientist Josh Wurman and his
Boulder-based Center for Severe Weather Research.
Other mobile radars will come from a variety of collaborators, including the universities of Massachusetts and Oklahoma, the Naval Postgraduate School,
NOAA’s National Severe Storms Laboratory, and Texas
Tech University.
The first DOW, built by Josh and colleagues at the
Foothills Lab, made its debut as an experimental tool
deployed near the end of the original VORTEX. That

David Dowell.

continued on page 4
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VORTEX 2 continued from page 3

The VORTEX2 study area,
shown as a red loop at
left, stretches some 900
miles from north to south
across the Great Plains. Key
sites include Boulder; the
National Weather Center in
Norman, Oklahoma, which
includes the National Severe
Storms Laboratory (NSSL);
and Texas Tech University
in Lubbock. At right is a
schematic of a supercell
thunderstorm surrounded
by VORTEX2 observing
teams. The heaviest
precipitation, in green, loops
around the target area where
a tornado might occur.
(Image courtesy VORTEX2.)

radar and its younger siblings, now famous through
the Discovery Channel series Storm Chasers, have
since documented more than 140 tornadoes. With
various improvements made in recent years to the
DOWs and other mobile radars, VORTEX2 is likely to
produce the most detailed radar data ever gathered
on tornadoes.
Supplementing the radars will be video photogrammetry, which uses frame-by-frame analysis of
clouds or debris to deduce the winds swirling around
a tornado. In a change of pace from his EOL director’s duties, Roger will take part in photogrammetric
analysis; he’ll also participate in aerial and groundbased surveys of tornado damage. “I am a scientist at
heart—I can’t wait to get back in the field,” he says.
There’s no airborne radar in VORTEX2, but the
project may benefit from an unpiloted aircraft and
associated equipment, which together are dubbed an
unmanned aircraft system (UAS). Pending flight approvals, the UAS would be deployed by the universities of Colorado, Nebraska, and Oklahoma across
western parts of the study area. The UAS would
sample weather conditions along critical boundary
zones where cool air flowing outward from supercells
meets warm, moist air just ahead.
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Surface data will come from 10 weather stations
mounted on vehicle roofs; StickNets, an array of 24
compact, tripod-mounted stations developed by Texas
Tech’s Chris Weiss; and 14 wind-sampling Tornado
Pods fielded by Josh. Another key component will be
mobile systems for launching radiosondes, including two vans from NOAA’s National iSevere Storms
Laboratory and two from EOL.
The ultimate moving target
NCAR’s mobile sounding systems have been
involved in thunderstorm research for more than
20 years. The current incarnation, dubbed MGAUS
(Mobile GPS Advanced Upper-Air Sounding System),
can launch up to 15 weather balloons from each van
in a single outing.
“The sounding equipment hasn’t changed in the
last few years, but our communications needs continue to escalate,” says EOL’s Tim Lim. “Our trucks are
full of cell phones, radios, cellular modems, satellite
uplink dishes, and moving map displays.”

On the Web
www.eol.ucar.edu/projects/vortex2

Tim notes the challenge of orchestrating dozens of vehicles, each charged with a specific task,
around a constantly changing and potentially violent
thunderstorm. “We have a playbook that looks like it
belongs on an NFL sideline,” he says. “Our positions
around the storms of interest are hard to judge, and
we rely on the field coordinators to help guide us into
position and help watch out for our safety.”
There are also staff logistics to consider. Toward
the end of each day of operations, VORTEX2 organizers will have to find a town that has at least 50 hotel
rooms available for weary observers. As Tim puts it,
“It’s hard to get your laundry done when you don’t
know what state you’ll be in by nightfall.”
On the plus side, having so many observing tools
on the road increases the odds that VORTEX2 will capture the tornado-formation cases the team is seeking.
To keep things workable, the researchers plan to
focus on a single location for at least two hours at a
time, putting vehicles in place ahead of a storm that
they believe might produce a tornado.
“We’re going to have to roll the dice a bit,” says
David. “The real prize will be to document what’s
happening in that thirty-minute period before the
tornado forms.” The decision-making process will
itself serve as a useful test of storm-scale computer
models. Such models can now identify a given day’s
likely storm type (such as squall lines versus supercells), but they aren’t yet skilled at predicting where
or when a specific tornado-producing storm will form.
For VORTEX2, NCAR will be supplying special runs
of the Weather Research and Forecasting model at a
resolution of 3 kilometers (about 1.9 miles).

Daily reports and updates on VORTEX2 will be
posted at EOL’s online field catalog, to be coordinated
by Greg Stossmeister and linked from the lab’s main
site for VORTEX2 (see “On the Web”). Steve Williams
will oversee the vast EOL-based archive of forecast
and field data. If all goes well, those data will help
scientists narrow the lineup of possible culprits in tornadogenesis. The most likely suspects include strong
wind shear around the storm in the lowest kilometer,
and a vertical distribution of unstable air that focuses
rising motion in the regions of strongest shear.
With an improved understanding from VORTEX2
of what makes a severe storm produce a tornado,
researchers will have a better shot at crafting models
that could someday help meteorologists predict a
tornadic supercell—and warn residents—before the
first hailstone falls.
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Above left: EOL’s

Bill Brown,
Jennifer Standridge, and
Tim Lim work on MGAUS
(Mobile GPS Advanced
Upper-Air Sounding S ystem),
which will be used to launch
weather balloons during
VORTEX2.

Below left: The

Center for
Severe Weather Research
deployed mobile radars and
vehicle-mounted weather
stations near La Crosse,
Kansas, on April 1, 2008.
VORTEX2 will feature
a similar mix of mobile
platforms. (Photo by Leora
Frankel, CSWR.)
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Baghdad to boulder
IRAQI scientists MAKE
LANDMARK VISIT

M

Ali Sabeeh Dawood, Husam
Hanna Habib, and Abdul
Kareem Mohammad (left
to right) met with Michael
Knölker, head of NCAR’s
High Altitude Observatory,
during their February visit
to Boulder.
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any atmospheric researchers are accustomed to collaborating with people around
the globe. But a recent U.S. visit by three
scientists from abroad carried more meaning than
usual. It was the first delegation of Iraqi scientists to
visit the United States in decades.
Boulder’s NCAR and NOAA labs played host to
Abdul Kareem Mohammad, Husam Hanna Habib,
and Ali Sabeeh Dawood on February 16–20. All three
are part of the Space Observatory and Simulation
Research Center, where Abdul is head, Husam is
co-head, and Ali is a physicist. The center is based in
Iraq’s Ministry of Science and Technology, which was
established in 2003. “We want to make the reconstruction of our country by education and by science,” Abdul Kareem told the Boulder Daily Camera.
The visit was coordinated by Randolph “Stick”
Ware, visiting scientist at ESSL/MMM and chief
scientist of the Boulder firm Radiometrics. It emerged
from a routine request placed last year by the Iraqi
Meteorological Organization to purchase a radio
meter from Ware’s company. Normally, staff from
Radiometrics would travel to the purchaser’s location to install the equipment and train users, but the
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Baghdad location proved problematic. “Then we set
up training in Jordan, but for some reason that fell
apart, so the Iraqis said they’d try to come to our lab,”
Stick said. After a months-long wait, the scientists
were granted U.S. visas in late January.

“I am very happy here. I find all the
scientists are very generous in helping
us out.”
Along with their visit to Radiometrics, group
members spent a full day at NOAA’s Earth Systems
Research Laboratory and several mornings and afternoons meeting with NCAR scientists and touring the
Mesa Laboratory. The group also paid a visit to the
floor of the Colorado State Senate on February 25.
The scientists’ strongest interests included GPS-based
atmospheric observations and weather modification.
“I am very happy here,” Abdul Kareem told Staff
Notes. “I find all the scientists are very generous in
helping us out.”
Stick was moved by the purple ink still visible on
the index fingers of the visitors, who had voted in
Iraqi elections only a week beforehand. “The three
purple fingers—that’s a sign of democracy. It was a
really compelling image,” says Stick.
MMM’s Syed Rafat Husain Rizvi, formerly a
meteorologist with the Indian Meteorological Department, hosted the group for a Saturday-night dinner
on February 21. Rizvi encouraged the group to consider exploring the Weather Research and Forecasting model and its data-assimilation version. “I was
delighted to hear their views about rebuilding Iraq,”
says Rizvi. He adds that the U.S. visit will provide
valuable input for the Iraqi Ministry of Science as they
explore possibilities for future U.S.–Iraqi scientific
collaboration.
“The Iraqi scientists had a very good sense of
humor,” says Rizvi. As it turns out, Rizvi and his
wife have the same color couch and carpet as Abdul
Kareem, who told Rizvi, “I feel absolutely relaxed.
Looks like I am in my own home.” Rizvi says that his
wife carefully chose the menu to suit the Iraqi taste,
including such dishes as malai kofta with chapati,
kabab, chicken mughlai biryani, kheer, and darjeeling
tea. “I am sure they enjoyed the dinner as we enjoyed
their company.”

A

profile of a randomly selected staff member

Every issue, Staff Notes spotlights a staff member selected randomly from the phone directory.
This issue we profile Jenny Black in RAL.

Jenny Black
RAL

classes, but I might switch to part time when I’m
working on my thesis.
SN: What is it that attracts you to atmospheric

Staff Notes: You’ve worked in RAL for 5 years. Tell me

science?

about your job.

Jenny: I’ve always kind of been a weather dork. Before

Jenny: I’m an associate scientist. I work on three

I knew I wanted to go into meteorology, I’d watch
The Weather Channel constantly. Being able to have
weather as part of my job is amazing.

different projects right now: RAL’s Winter Weather
Group, ASAP [Advanced Satellite Aviation Weather
Products] In-flight Icing, and National Ceiling and Visibility [NCV].
My job is very well rounded and I get a lot of variety. For ASAP, we work with NASA Langley satellite
products, evaluating them and finding current aviation weather products within RAL that the satellite
data can be integrated into. For ceiling and visibility,
we work with METAR [METeorological Aerodome
Reports] observations and we’re getting ready to start
a probabilistic forecast product, which means getting

“I look forward to having a long career
in research meteorology. And one day I
would love to be on Jeopardy.”
into modeling, a whole world I never thought I’d
delve into. For winter weather, I do a lot of fieldwork
with precipitation gauges as well as data analysis.
SN: What’s a typical day like?
Jenny: Most of the time I’m in the office, but my days

are so variable. I got to ride snowmobiles in Wyoming
to check on some gauges for a cloud-seeding project.
That was awesome. We have the Marshall field site
[south of Boulder], where last night I was forecasting a freezing drizzle event for my colleagues, taking
manual observations to compare with our gauges. In
the office, I am probably writing programs or plotting
data and conducting some sort of analysis.
SN: Do I see a GRE [Graduate Record Examination]

prep book on your desk?
Jenny: Yes. I have an undergraduate degree in

 eteorology, and I’m going back for my master’s
m
in atmospheric science. I’ve already started taking
classes at CU, but I have to actually apply for grad
school. Very likely I’ll work full time while I’m taking

SN: What’s most challenging for you about your job?
Jenny: I’m a new mom. I really miss my baby, Marie, a

lot and want to spend time with her. She’s going to be
six months next week.
SN: What do you do for fun outside work?
Jenny: A big part of it is playing with Marie. But I like

to do hot yoga, and I really like to read. Stephen King
is my favorite author. I like oil painting and almost
went to art school when I was younger. I also really
enjoy spending time with my friends and family. My
husband, Lyric, plays hockey as a goalie. He’s extremely athletic which is funny because I’m not.
SN: Where did you grow up?
Jenny: I’m originally from L.A. and came here via Las

Vegas. My best friend moved out here and I thought,
Why don’t I give Colorado a try? It stuck. I went to
school at Metro State, where there’s a great meteorology department, though I had no clue about that
when I moved here. It was almost like fate. I even met
my husband three days after I moved here. We live in
Thornton now.
Then I made all my family move to Colorado. My
sister was the first, and two years ago my brother
moved here. He’s a master chef at a resort in Vail.
And in January, we got my dad to move here. My
sister is our nanny—you can’t do better than having
auntie watching the baby.
SN: Any big future plans or goals?
Jenny: We have a huge backyard, but it’s all dirt right

now and looks like a wasteland. Every year we try to
make our backyard look better. This year we’re going
to try for grass. I look forward to having a long career
in research meteorology. And one day I would love to
be on Jeopardy.
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In the field: OASIS and HIPPO
researchers head to arctic,
jet around the pacific

A

Above: An OASIS
researcher extracts carbon
from snow samples.

bout the same time of year that many people
head to warmer climes, a group of researchers is hunkered down in northern Alaska.
The international team, which includes almost two
dozen NCAR staff (mostly from ESSL/ACD), as well as
SOARS protégé Talea Mayo, is conducting the OASIS
(Ocean–Atmosphere–Sea Ice–Snowpack) experiment
in Barrow. The field project, which is part of International Polar Year, is the most detailed study to date
of the chemical and physical exchange processes
between the ocean, atmosphere, and cryosphere
(Earth’s frozen realms).
The researchers will look at how these processes
impact atmospheric chemistry, climate, and Earth’s
ecosystems. They hope to advance scientists’ understanding of surface ozone and mercury depletion
events, in particular, what initiates these events and
keeps them going. They’re also looking at the Arctic

Right: ACD’s Kirk Ullmann
and Sam Hall remove frost
from the optics of instruments used to measure
the solar spectra, deriving
rates of ozone, nitrogen dioxide, and other
important atmospheric
constituents. These rates
are key to understanding
the complex atmospheric
chemistry of the Arctic.
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atmosphere’s ability to oxidize trace gases and Arctic
aerosol production.
“The Arctic has a very rich and complicated chemistry,” says John Orlando, one of the NCAR principal
investigators on the project, along with Frank Flocke.
“It may be one of the few regions in the troposphere
where hydrogen oxide, aerosol, bromine, chlorine,
and nitrogen oxide chemistry all intersect.”
The Barrow component of OASIS includes 25
separate instruments in operation at the field site,
nine led by NCAR scientists. The NCAR contingent is
focusing on measuring concentrations and fluxes of
key chemicals active in the Arctic’s boundary layer,
including hydrogen oxide radicals, nitrogen oxide and
reactive nitrogen, peroxyacetyl nitrate (PAN), ozone,
halocarbons, and aerosols, as well as environmental
factors such as radiation.
The project runs from late February through midApril.
Chasing carbon from pole to pole
In late January, a different team of researchers
visited the Arctic—as well as the Antarctic and a host

Above left: This

photo of
the Arctic was taken from
HIAPER during the HIPPO
mission.

of places in between. The team toured around the
Pacific aboard the Gulfstream V (HIAPER) for an ambitious project that seeks to make the most extensive
airborne measurements of carbon dioxide and other
greenhouse gases to date.
HIPPO (HIAPER Pole-to-Pole Observations) consists of five missions running through mid-2011, the
first of which took place January 8–30. Researchers
from EOL and science institutions around the nation
took HIAPER on a grand tour of the Pacific (see map).
The next four missions will follow similar flight
paths but at different times of year, resulting in a
collection of seasonal snapshots of greenhouse gas
concentrations. The team will be able to construct
vertical as well as latitudinal cross-sections, with the
aircraft dipping as low as 1,000 feet (300 meters)
and soaring as high as 47,000 ft (14,000 m) along its
route during HIPPO.
The findings will help scientists determine where
and when greenhouse gases enter and leave the
atmosphere, a critical prerequisite for taking steps to
curb global warming. It will shine light on questions
such as why atmospheric levels of methane, a potent
greenhouse gas, have tripled since the Industrial
Age and are on the rise again after leveling off in

Below left: HIPPO

took
 IAPER on a three-week
H
circuit around the Pacific
that began in Boulder and
encompassed Alaska, the
Arctic Ocean, Hawaii,
American Samoa, New
Zealand, Antarctica, Tahiti,
Easter Island, and Costa Rica
(each shown in numerical
order). (Illustration by Steve
Deyo, COMET.)
Below: Britt

the 1990s. Scientists will be able to analyze other
gases and particles in the atmosphere that can affect
temperatures by influencing clouds or the amount of
solar heat that reaches Earth’s surface.
“This mission is providing us with amazing data
about carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases
from all over the world,” says EOL’s Britt Stephens,
one of the project’s co–principal investigators.
“Essentially, we have a flying laboratory that we’re
taking around the world, sucking in air and doing the
measurements as we go.”

Stephens.

A member of the OASIS
team collects snow samples near
Barrow.
Far left:

On the Web
OASIS
www.oasishome.net
HIPPO
www.ucar.edu/news/releases/2009/hippo.jsp
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Fire and water down under

G

Greg Holland.
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reg Holland (ESSL/MMM) took this photo of
the devastating February wildfires in A
 ustralia.
This particular fire threatened his son’s
farm near Healesville, about 50 miles northeast
of Melbourne.
Scientists stress that no one drought or wildfire can be attributed to global warming; however,
the eucalyptus forests and farms of southeastern
Australia are becoming drier and more fire-prone
as the planet warms. The 2007 IPCC report warned
that fires in Australia were expected to increase in
intensity and frequency.
The upcoming Year of Tropical Convection (YOTC)
may help forecasters better predict conditions that
create such infernos. YOTC’s goal is to study the
massive clusters of showers and thunderstorms that
regularly prowl Earth’s low latitudes and influence
weather elsewhere. While parts of Victoria, Australia,
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experienced severe drought and record high temperatures that stoked wildfires, Queensland was dealing
with floods that inundated an area larger than Texas.
According to Mitch Moncrieff (ESSL/MMM), who’s
helping organize YOTC, these events may be connected. An organized cluster of convection called
the Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO) pushed southward from Indonesia into northern Australia over
several weeks in January after gathering strength in
the Indian Ocean. Weather systems spawned by the
slow-moving MJO not only brought heavy rains to
Queensland, but may have helped induce drying and
subsidence on its southern flank, including around
the Melbourne area.
For more on YOTC, visit
www.ucar.edu/communications/quarterly/
winter0809/weatehr.jsp

answers to your

delphi questions
Cafeteria charges
Government IDs
ML yogurt update

Q

[QUESTION 604 • RECEIVED 01.28.09]

I RECENTLY LEARNED THAT
EMPLOYEE charges through the cafeteria
had been duplicated. I was suspicious
when I saw my payroll deductions from
the cafeteria were much higher than they
should have been, but I only learned about
it through a co-worker because a message
about the error had been circulated just to
the admin_net e-mail alias.
Additionally, in the past, I have heard
stories from other employees who were
charged for more than they purchased, and
they only caught the error because they
happened to save their receipts. I was wondering if it would be possible to receive
monthly printouts of cafeteria charges (like
we do from CISL with the personal call reports), to ensure that we are being charged
appropriately?

A

THANK YOU FOR your question.
You are correct that cafeteria
charges were duplicated for pay period
two. These charges were corrected in
the following pay period. We have also
reprogrammed the pay system to prevent
this particular error from occurring again.
In the future we will send communications
about this type of occurrence to a broader
audience via Today@UCAR.
Our experience is that we have four to
six instances of incorrect employee charges
in the cafeterias per year, typically due to
illegible signatures on “honor” sheets or
duplicate names. The current system is not
capable of automatically producing monthly printouts for cafeteria charges, making
the cost associated with providing them
prohibitive. If you have any concerns about
your cafeteria charges, please contact Food
Services. [RESPONSE TO QUESTION 604 • RECEIVED
02.25.09 FROM KATY SCHMOLL, VICE PRESIDENT FOR
FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION]

Q

IN
RESPONSE TO DELPHI QUESTION
#603, Bob Roesch wrote:
“In terms of legal issues surrounding
disclosure, by law the federal government is required to disclose all federal
employees’ pay. Many states and local
governments are also required to disclose
employee pay. UCAR is a private corporation, and not covered by these laws.”
I have a “U.S. government identification” card issued by UCAR. On it, “NSF
(UCAR)” is listed as the “Issuing department or agency.” The issuing officer is
a UCAR HR administrative assistant.
According to the card, it is the “Property
of the U.S. government,” and if it is lost
and found it should be dropped into “any
U.S. mailbox,” where federally guaranteed
postage will send it to the Federal Supply
Service in Washington, D.C. Counterfeiting
is “a violation of Sections 499 and 701, Title
18, U.S. Code.”
Can a private corporation issue these
cards without this constituting such a
violation?
[QUESTION 606 • RECEIVED 03.03.09]

A

UCAR IS AUTHORIZED BY NSF
to issue these cards under NSF
authority as a federal agency. [RESPONSE
TO QUESTION 606 • RECEIVED 03.04.09 FROM KATY
SCHMOLL, VICE PRESIDENT FOR FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION]

Q

[QUESTION 607 • RECEIVED 03.04.09]

WHEN WILL THE Mesa Lab cafeteria yogurt machine return?

A

THE ML YOGURT MACHINE is
being repaired at the factory
and will be returned as soon as possible.
Yogurt machines are very expensive pieces
of equipment and the one at the Mesa is
fairly new. We are hopeful that it will be
fixed soon and back for the customer’s

enjoyment. We apologize for the inconvenience and we’ll celebrate the moment the
yogurt machine is back. [RESPONSE TO QUESTION 607 • RECEIVED 03.04.09 FROM DEBBI GRIFFIN,
EVENT SERVICES]

Q

[DELPHI QUESTION 608 • RECEIVED

03.06.09] DOES THE UCAR-ISSUED
government identification card really work
for airport security? Or would you just
hear, “What’s this? Show me a real ID,” in
the security line?
If it really works with TSA, it would
seem to be a good thing to carry routinely
as a backup during travel (both official and
personal) in case of a lost wallet, stolen
purse, etc.—if kept separately.
I have one, but have seldom used it, and
then only for confirming eligibility for government hotel rates. The issue date is more
than ten years old, so I have been thinking
of updating it with a new one.

A

THESE CARDS DO NOT APPEAR to
qualify as a valid form of identification for TSA. The TSA website states:
Effective June 21, 2008, adult passengers (18 and over) are required to show a
U.S. federal or state-issued photo ID that
contains the following: name, date of birth,
gender, expiration date, and a tamperresistant feature in order to be allowed to
go through the checkpoint and onto their
flights.
The UCAR-issued government ID cards
do not have expiration dates or a tamperresistant feature.
Additionally, NSF Security does not
accept these cards as a valid proof of
identification either. [RESPONSE TO QUESTION
608 • RECEIVED 03.09.09 FROM KATY SCHMOLL, VICE
PRESIDENT FOR FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION]
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take a look

TAKE ANOTHER LOOK ONLINE: www.ucar.edu/communications/staffnotes

UCAR photographer Carlye Calvin snapped this photo
of dramatic ice on the Arctic Ocean near Barrow, Alaska,
in March during OASIS (Ocean–Atmosphere–Sea Ice–
Snowpack). The field project, which is part of International Polar Year, is the most detailed study to date of
the chemical and physical exchange processes between
the ocean, atmosphere, and cryosphere (Earth’s frozen
realms). Researchers are studying how these processes
impact atmospheric chemistry, climate, and Earth’s
ecosystems.
For a photo slideshow from OASIS, visit www.ucar.edu/
communications/slideshows/OASIS.
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Modelers in ESSL are working on a bigger, bolder
version of WACCM, called
WACCM-X, that extends the
model all the way through
the upper thermosphere
and ionosphere to an
altitude of about 310 miles
(500 kilometers).

A team of researchers in
ESSL/CGD has carried out
the first-ever century-long
global ocean simulations
with high enough
resolution to capture
mesoscale eddies.

On March 18, NCAR
announced that Peter
Backlund will be the
first director of the
Integrated Science
Program (ISP).
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